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“Henry rifles will only be
made in America or they
won’t be made at all.”
Anthony Imperato

President of Henry Repeating Arms

Henry .22 Lever Frontier Model with Octagonal Barrel.
An affordable, beautiful rifle with superior tack-driving accuracy. Crafted
by American workers for American shooting enthusiasts.

Henry Golden Boy .22 LR /.22 Mag / .17HMR

Henry Big Boy .44 Magnum / 45C / .357 Mag

Henry Acu-Bolt .22 LR / .22 Mag / .17 HMR

Henry U.S. Survival .22 LR

It’s not a prideful boast. It’s a solemn oath from all of us at Henry Repeating
Arms. Every Henry rifle is and always will be made in America by American
workers. Decent, hard working folks like you who take great pride in their work.
We won’t follow the path of other manufacturers who have their products made
overseas and slap their name on them. When you read the rollmark on the barrel
of a Henry, it’s going to read Made in the USA.
We start with only the finest ingredients - gun barrel quality steel from
Ohio, genuine American walnut from Missouri and Iowa, steel castings from
Wisconsin and brass components from Pennsylvania. We manufacture a rifle
that you will be proud to own – with the smoothest action, flawless reliability,
and pinpoint accuracy. Made in America with the same integrity as the Henry
rifle President Lincoln owned.
We are a family owned business and we stand
behind every rifle that leaves our plant. You will find
our customer service second to none, and we’ll do
whatever it takes to guarantee your complete
satisfaction.
We invite you to become part of the Henry
family. Please order our free catalog, which includes
information about our rifles, a list of dealers in your
area and a free Henry decal.

For a FREE color catalog
visit www.henryrifles.com
or call Toll Free (866) 200-2354
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Your NBU Board is getting after preparations for our 32nd Annual Fundraising Banquet
to benefit Nevada’s wildlife like nobody’s business! Tickets are selling fast, so if you are
purchasing a table or need individual seating tickets I suggest you contact a director
or go to the NBU website at NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org right away! If you want to
know what’s on the menu, check it out on page 7. Don’t get left out of the celebration of
surpassing 10,000 bighorn sheep in Nevada!
Mel Belding has a number of volunteer projects planned, one even before you will have
received this issue of the Journal! By the end of June we will have made improvements
to the Lower and Upper Paymaster Guzzlers, Snyder Guzzler, added two more fly-in
guzzlers in the Virginia Range and completed a fencing/habitat rehab/dam stabilization
project at Smith Creek Springs Meadow. These are intended to be family events,
camping out, barbeques and great fun while working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife
at the same time. If you would like to be added to our volunteer project contact list,
just go to the NBU website and sign up – we will then keep you informed of up-coming
projects to give you the opportunity to mark your calendar and come out and join in!
The final tally is in and we moved 256 bighorn sheep to new homes this winter.
Congratulations to everyone for completing this monumental effort, from NDOW staff to
all of the conservation groups throughout the State – everyone should be very pleased
with the success of the trap & transplant program. Thank you all!
Several Nevadans were recognized by the Wild Sheep Foundation for their
contributions to “putting and keeping sheep on the mountain” at the recent Sheep Show
held in Reno in January. NDOW Director Ken Mayer received the Statesman Award
for his leadership in wildlife conservation and management, including his efforts to
enhance bighorn sheep and sage-grouse populations. Melanie Woolever, Regional
Wildlife Program Manager for the USFS Rocky Mountain Region and native of Carson
City, was inducted to the WSF Biologist Wall of Fame. Finally, NBU’s own Andy Stinson
received the prestigious WSF Grass Roots Award for dedication as a volunteer for
wildlife conservation in the Silver State. Congratulations to Ken, Melanie and Andy on
your awards – very well deserved! (see page 11)
Back to the banquet for a quick note – don’t forget to reserve a place to display your
trophy mount on the Wall of Heads display at the upcoming 32nd Annual Banquet. This
year there will be a Youth Competition too! For more information contact Dan Warren at
(775) 355-0710 or email to dan@custompainting.biz.
Before I sign off for this issue I want to thank all of the NBU volunteers that came out
to help with the 2012 Reno Sheep Show Exhibit Move-In and Move-Out. We had
forty-seven volunteers come out and meet and greet the exhibitors, move them in and
welcome them to the Biggest Little City. Thank you all for your help – WSF considers
NBU volunteers to be the best in the world!
In closing, we say good bye to James Paul “Bucko” Speck, NBU Bronze Ram Life
Member who passed away on December 30. Thank you Bucko for all the memories!
Thank you!
Brett K. Jefferson, P.L.S.
Editor
BKJefferson@TriStateLtd.com
(775) 352-7003
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The cover photograph was taken by NDOW Biologist Caleb McAdoo while conducting
a bighorn sheep population aerial survey in the East Humboldt Range. Thank you for sharing Caleb!
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Living a life that is aligned with your priorities and
values is a dream for most, but it is an imperative
for Nevada Bighorns Unlimited families.
As wild sheep advocates and conservationists at heart, we all
seek to sustain the irreplaceable populations that live throughout the mountains of Nevada.
It is with this same commitment and vigor that I seek to guide the financial lives of the NBU Members I serve.
Over my thirty-six year career I have helped guide many conservation-minded couples through to their chosen
retirements. I accomplish this by applying what I’ve learned throughout my extensive career in the financial services
business. By utilizing a customized investment policy approach and having an in-depth understanding of the
opportunities and pitfalls that may lie ahead, I can help you with this momentous transition in your life.
Life is long, but time can be very short in terms of financial gains and losses, and every decision you make today
may impact your outcomes tomorrow. In today’s economic environment, volatility seems to be more of a rule than
an exception. Yet you can help reduce the “what ifs” in life if you take advantage of a no-obligation Retired in Reno
Review today.

In acknowledgement of my ongoing support and belief in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited’s mission
and members I will be extending a 10% discount to all documented NBU Member families that
reach out to schedule a consultation. Call 775.657.8529 today to learn more or visit
www.heritageworthpreserving.com
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President’s Message
Dear Members,
As President of NBU I would like to say to our
volunteers, you are amazing! I have talked to other organizations
and one question always comes up, “How do you get so many
volunteers to show up, work so hard and be so dedicated?” At
the sheep show we had an army of volunteers for the Exhibitor
Move In, the Youth Wildlife Conservation Experience and Exhibitor
Move Out. At our guzzlers we have a work force that we can
count on to be there and get the job done time after time! If you
have never seen our volunteers build a guzzler, go to our web site,
NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org, and click on the Moho Mountain
guzzler on the opening page. This fifteen minute video will give you
a thorough idea of what it takes to build a guzzler. By the way you
don’t need to have any experience in construction, we will teach
it to you on the job. If you are interested in becoming involved,
email me at the address below and I will add you to our volunteer
project contact list. You won’t get a phone call, just an email to let
you know when and where our next project will be. If you want to
come, shoot me an email so we know how many steaks to bring for
the grill. We feed you lunch and dinner on Saturday. Speaking of
guzzlers, Mel Belding is at it again, we have more guzzlers to build
and rebuild this year. Check out the dates on our calendar on the
web site and below in this edition of the Journal.
NBU mourns the passing of two ardent supporters, Lee McKenzie
who served as a Director, and Bronze Ram LIfe member James
Speck. Our thoughts and prayers are with their families and friends.
Wow, we are coming up on April 6th… Banquet time again! Have
you saved the date and do you have your tickets? We are preparing

Page 23 One Day Hunt By Spencer Trivitt

for our best banquet ever! We have
put together a program that will
knock your socks off too!
We are also busy helping to the
2nd Annual Mason T Ortiz Youth
Outdoor Skills Camp July 20 - 22,
2012. This is another volunteer
Steve Field Welcomes WSF to Reno
opportunity for those who love the
outdoors and would like to share it with our youth. If you think you
might be interested helping out as a volunteer or as a youth mentor
email Mike Bertoldi. Be sure to do this soon as all our volunteers for
the camp are required to go through a background check.
I would like to take this time to welcome Art Hinckley as our newest
Gold Ram Life Member, number 61! Art has served on the NBU
Board of Directors for years and has recently retired from the Board.
We will certainly miss him! Thank you Art for your service to NBU,
Nevada’s wildlife and our outdoor heritage!
In closing I would like to thank you for your membership in NBU!
You, our members, donors, sponsors, supporters and volunteers
are exactly what have made NBU what it is today!
Thank You!

Steve Field

Steve Field, President
Email: stevefield@msmsheetmetal.com
Phone: (775) 356-5542

Page 26 Best Thanksgiving Ever By Kathy Sallee

Page 28 Bootstraps Crews Continue to Rescue Wildlife Habitat By Mike Stamm

Page 32 2012 Sheep Show Success Page 30 Why Support SCI?

Thank You Reno

Page 33 WSF Volunteers

Page 34 Montana AP
Page 35 Reader Response
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Feb. 25th & 26th
(Tentative)
		

Lower & Upper Paymaster Guzzler Rebuilds
To Volunteer Email: Steve Field
at SteveField@msmsheetmetal.com

March 16th		
		
		

Northern Nevada SCI Fundraising Banquet
For Tickets Email: info@nnsci.com
or Phone: (775) 690-8989

April 28th & 29th
(Tentative)		
		
		

Smith Creek Springs Meadow Fencing,
Habitat Rehab & Dam Stabilization
To Volunteer Email: Steve Field
at SteveField@msmsheetmetal.com

May 11th & 12th
		

Wildlife Commission Meeting, Reno
Big Game Status Report & Quota Setting

March 10th & 11th Snyder Guzzler Rebuild
(Tentative)		 To Volunteer Email: Steve Field
		 at SteveField@msmsheetmetal.com

June 22nd & 23rd Wildlife Commission Meeting, Elko
		 Set/Revise Upland Game & Furbearer
		 Seasons and Limits

March 23rd & 24th Wildlife Commission Meeting, Reno
		 Topic TBA
		
April 6th		 32nd Annual NBU Fundraising Banquet
		 For Tickets Contact Any NBU Director
		 or Phone: (775) 323-1177

July 7th & 8th		
(Tentative) 		
		

Two Virginia Range Guzzlers Fly In
New Projects. To Volunteer Email: Steve Field
at SteveField@msmsheetmetal.com

July 20th – 22nd
		
		
		

2nd Annual Maison T Ortiz
Youth Outdoor Skills Camp
To Volunteer or Youth Mentor Contact:
Mike Bertoldi at Mike@MikeBertoldi.com

To sign up as an NBU volunteer go to the NBU website at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org

Page 37 Join NBU Today!

For more information about upcoming events, volunteer opportunities or the NBU annual banquet,
please contact any Board member or visit us on the web at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org and
the Nevada Bighorns Unlimited - Reno Facebook Page.
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Come attend the largest single night fundraiser
for wildlife in the country featuring:
Famous Wall of 100 Guns Raffle!
Kids Rifle Raffles and Prizes!
Special Raffles for Shopping Sprees, Mystery Backpacks,
Camping Gear, Ladies Items and more!
Over 100 Item Silent Auction with Hunting and Outdoor Specialty Items!
Over 40 Item Live Auction including Hunts, Vacations, Camping Gear,
and a Nevada Mule Deer Heritage Tag!

Walk...

Take it up a notch!

Join NBU as an Outfitter or
Corporate Member!
32nd ANNUAL FUNDRAISING
BANQUET MENU
SALAD

Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
helps to re-establish, augment and maintain
Nevada’s wildlife.
Outfitter Members and Corporate Members receive
a listing in each issue of the NBU Journal as well as
acknowledgement on the NBU-Reno website.

Iceberg Wedge with Chopped Tomatoes,
Crispy Bacon, Cucumber and Feta Cheese
Thousand Island Dressing

Run...

Consider supporting Nevada’s Wildlife
at these new membership levels.
See page 38 for more details!
~ Thank you! ~

or Fly!!

Get Your Tickets NOW!
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited invites you, your family and friends to our
32nd Annual Fundraising Banquet on Friday, April 6, 2012 at the
Peppermill Resort Spa & Casino in Reno , Nevada. Over the years
NBU has become one of the largest volunteer sportsmen’s
organizations in the U.S., raising millions of dollars &
logging thousands of volunteer hours to support wildlife
in Nevada and our neighboring states.

Come help us put even more
big game animals on the mountain!
NBU Journal . Volume 29 . Number 1

For more info and tickets, email us at:
Info@NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org or call us at: (775) 323-1177

ENTRÉE
Red Wine Braised Short Rib paired with
Pan-seared Salmon, Rainier Cherry Chutney
Fingerling Potatoes and Buttered Broccolini
Rolls with Butter
Coffee, Decaf, Hot & Iced Tea service

EER:

MULE D

:
:

COUES

ELK:

DESSERT
Maple Pecan Cheesecake
with Seasonal Berries

Trophy Hunter
Magazine is
offering a
free on-line
subscription
to all Nevada
Bighorns
Unlimited
Members.

RITY!"

O
G AUTH

SPRING

HUNTIN

Simply visit
www.trophyhuntermag.com
and click on the E-zine section, submit your
email address, and you can receive all of this
year’s issues for free!

Rusty Hall
Trophy Hunter Magazine
801-731-4156
E-Mail: trophyhunter@digis.net
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Wild and Domestics - Separation Is Key
By Dennis Wilson, DVM, NBU Vice President
In Nevada and throughout the West,
Bighorn Sheep and Mountain Goat
populations continue to be at risk from
debilitating and often fatal pneumonia
outbreaks. The devastating Ruby
Mountains / East Humboldt Range
outbreak killed over 90% of the Rocky
Mountain Bighorn Sheep population
there, and also resulted in some
Mountain Goat mortalities. Recent
outbreaks in the Snowstorms and the
Pancakes occurred in 2011, resulting in
losses of California Bighorn and Desert
Bighorn Sheep.
There are a multitude of factors that cause these outbreaks,
including contact with domestic sheep and goats, the nutritional
and immune status of wild sheep and goats, disease carrier
states in wild sheep and goats, and other stress factors. It has
been proven unequivocally that transmission of disease-causing
bacteria from clinically healthy domestic sheep occurs to wild
sheep, causing pneumonia, when close contact is allowed.
It is irresponsible to state that every pneumonia outbreak is
caused by contact between domestics and wild sheep. However,
this occurs often enough that achieving separation between wild
sheep and domestics is vital to the survival of our wild sheep
populations. Achieving appropriate separation (at least 9 miles
between domestics and wild populations per the BLM and the
Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (WAFWA))
has proven difficult. From the roaming behavior of young Bighorn
rams, to the problem of stray or abandoned domestic sheep and
goats, to the hot political issues between livestock interests and
wildlife interests, nothing is easy.
Compounding the problem of separation, politics has reared its
head. The Payette Decision, designed to protect Bighorn Sheep
on Forest Service lands of the Payette National Forest, was
weakened by the rider to the Interior Appropriations Bill put forth
by Rep. Mike Simpson (R-Id). The Idaho Wild Sheep Foundation
crafted a strong response to this action, noting that: (a) this
rider legislatively mandates continued domestic sheep grazing
within occupied Bighorn Sheep habitat; (b) “Any legislation that
prohibits land management agencies from implementing land
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management decisions to protect bighorn sheep, that are based
on the best available science and public decision-making process,
is not acceptable”; and (c) “This legislation is a “one-size fits all,
“top-down” management of an issue that requires local solutions.”
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited fully supports these position
statements.
In keeping with the NBU Policy White Paper, the Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited Board of Directors will move forward to accomplish the
following:
1. Draft a science-based position statement regarding the
promotion of separation of domestic sheep and goats from wild
sheep and goats. We will reference material from WAFWA,
current peer-reviewed scientific studies, and include work done
with our collaboration with the Wild Sheep Foundation. This will
be an on-going process as new information becomes available.
2. Discuss recommendations for trailing, animal identification,
Best Management Practices, and Nevada-specific issues.

Nevada Trap & Transplant - Putting Sheep on the Mountain!
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3. Clearly outline that NBU promotes sound multiple-use of public
lands, including sheep ranching, cattle ranching and agricultural
interests. Working with Nevada woolgrowers in a collaborative
fashion will be of utmost importance.
4. Support research and development of a vaccine to prevent
wild sheep from developing disease from pneumonia-causing
organisms. NBU is currently sponsoring work done by Dr.
Subramaniam Srikumaran (Dr. Sri) of Washington State
University. Dr. Sri states that this vaccine is in the development
stages, but may still be 5-10 years out. This is exciting work, but
there is no guarantee of success.
5. Work with local stakeholders for local, effective solutions.
6. Support education of private domestic sheep and goat ranchers
regarding the importance of prevention of contact with wild
populations.
NBU is working to do what is best for Nevada’s wild sheep and
goat populations. Putting Sheep on the Mountain and Keeping
them Healthy!
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited gratefully acknowledges
Kyle M. Meintzer, CFP® as a 32nd Annual Banquet Sponsor

IT TAKES TIME TO
PLAN YOUR
HUNTS, NOW TAKE
TIME TO PLAN
YOUR RETIREMENT
Living a life that is aligned with your priorities and
values is a dream for most, but it is an imperative
for Nevada Bighorns Unlimited families.
As wild sheep advocates and conservationists at heart, we all
seek to sustain the irreplaceable populations that live throughout the mountains of Nevada.
It is with this same commitment and vigor that I seek to guide the financial lives of the NBU Members I serve.
Over my thirty-six year career I have helped guide many conservation-minded couples through to their chosen
retirements. I accomplish this by applying what I’ve learned throughout my extensive career in the financial services
business. By utilizing a customized investment policy approach and having an in-depth understanding of the
opportunities and pitfalls that may lie ahead, I can help you with this momentous transition in your life.
Life is long, but time can be very short in terms of financial gains and losses, and every decision you make today
may impact your outcomes tomorrow. In today’s economic environment, volatility seems to be more of a rule than
an exception. Yet you can help reduce the “what ifs” in life if you take advantage of a no-obligation Retired in Reno
Review today.

In acknowledgement of my ongoing support and belief in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited’s mission
and members I will be extending a 10% discount to all documented NBU Member families that
reach out to schedule a consultation. Call 775.657.8529 today to learn more or visit
www.heritageworthpreserving.com

KYLE M. MEINTZER, CFP®

Lincoln Financial Advisors
14310 Quail Ravine Court
Reno, NV 89511-6765
phone: 775. 657. 8529
kyle.meintzer@lfg.com
CA Insurance License#0552192

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a broker/dealer (member SIPC) and registered investment advisor. In
CA, insurance offered through Lincoln Marketing and Insurance Agency, LLC and Lincoln Associates Insurance Agency, Inc. and other fine companies . In NV,
insurance offered through Lincoln affiliates and other fine companies. Lincoln Financial Group is the marketing name for Lincoln National Corp., and its affiliates. Not
licensed to conduct business in all states. Not to be considered a solicitation in those states in which I am not licensed.CRN201111-2060741
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Foundation

2012 Service Awards – Nevada Recipients

The Statesman Award
Each year the Wild Sheep Foundation recognizes a government
official for his/her outstanding contributions to the wild sheep of
the state/province/country the person is from.
At the 2012 Sheep Show, Nevada
Department of Wildlife Director Ken
Mayer was named the recipient of
the 2012 Wild Sheep Foundation
Statesman Award for his service to
wildlife and leadership helping to boost
Nevada’s three subspecies of bighorn
sheep to a combined population of
over 10,000, greater than any state in
the lower 48, as well as leadership of
the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) Sage-Grouse Initiative
Team. Through this team, the USDA
launched an effort to involve working ranches and conserve
Greater sage-grouse populations in the Western United States.
The Sage-Grouse Initiative team assisted hundreds of ranchers in
implementing conservation measures to benefit sage-grouse and
rangeland habitats.
The program
has assisted
producers in
11 western
states
including
California,
Colorado,
Idaho,
Montana,
Nevada,
North
NBU President Steve Field, NDOW Director Ken Mayer, WSF
Dakota,
Chairman Jack Atchenson, Jr., and WSF President Gray Thornton. Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming to simultaneously
improve habitat for sage-grouse and improve sustainability and
productivity of their native rangelands.

2012 WSF Biologist Wall of Fame Award
At the 2012 Sheep Show in January Carson City, Nevada native
Melanie Woolever of the U.S. Forest Service in Golden, CO was
recognized by WSF as their 2012 inductee into the WSF Wild
Sheep Biologist’s Wall of Fame. Created in 2007 by the Kevin
Hurley family of Cody, WY, this award honors and acknowledges
the passion, commitment, and vision of men and women
dedicated to the sound biological management of, and hunting
opportunities for, North America’s wild sheep.
Melanie has worked as a wildlife biologist for the USFS for 33+
years, and is currently the Regional Wildlife Program Manager for
the USFS Rocky Mountain Region. In addition, she has served
as the USFS national “Full Curl” program leader for over 23
years, advocating for wild sheep habitat management on USFS

lands throughout the western
United States. Melanie has
worked at the policy level, and
is most recognized for her
efforts to implement effective
separation between domestic
sheep and goats and wild
sheep on public land grazing
allotments. Melanie has been
an active WSF member,
including serving on the WSF

Pictured are WSF Conservation Director Kevin
Hurley, WSF Chairman Jack Atchenson, Jr., Melanie
Woolever, and WSF President Gray Thornton.

Professional
Resource Advisory
Board. Melanie
was recognized,
and thanked, for
her career efforts
on behalf of wild
sheep.

2012 WSF Grass Roots Award
The late Gordon Eastman of “Eastman’s Outdoor World” created
the “Grass Roots Award” to be presented at the WSF Annual
Convention. His intention was to honor the hard-working
members of the Wild Sheep Foundation Chapters and Affiliates
that get almost no recognition for their unending work toward the
existence of North American wild sheep to further the purpose of
putting and keeping sheep on the mountain. The “Grass Roots
Award” is just that, a person who is not recognized by fame or
fortune, but by sincere hard work dedicated to his/her Chapter or
Affiliate.
At the Wild Sheep Foundation’s
Sheep Show held in Reno
in January the Wild Sheep
Foundation recognize two Wild
Sheep Foundation members who
epitomize the altruism and selfless
dedication to wild sheep and the
habitat they depend on. One
recipient was Oregon FNAWS
member George Huston. The
2012 Grass Roots Award Winner
other recipient, nominated by
– Andy Stinson
WSF Affiliate Nevada Bighorns
Unlimited, was Andy Stinson of Hawthorne, Nevada. Andy fits
the Grass Roots Award criteria to a tee having rightfully become
the “Go-To” guy when it comes to guzzler construction here in
Nevada.
Andy planned, coordinated and participated in the construction
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Samples of Andy Stinson’s Wildlife Photography
of numerous Nevada Department of Wildlife guzzler projects
in 2011 including the Table Mountain Guzzler Rebuild Project,
the Homestake 2 Guzzler Rebuild Project, the Moho Mountain
Guzzler Project, the Excelsior Guzzler Project, and the Sand
Springs Guzzler Rebuild Project. Andy not only works hard on
the date of construction, but he will evaluate the site prior to
construction and make his
recommendations to the
guzzler planning team.
Andy and his wife Brenda
worked on site selection
for each base camp and
prepared meals for the
volunteer guzzler crews.
Andy prepares site maps
and directions for each
site to assist with volunteer
involvement.
Andy worked with the
Mineral County Road
Department to plan and
implement the emergency
water haul to the Lower
Paymaster Guzzler when
dangerously low water levels threatened wildlife at this site.
Andy is an accomplished photographer. In 2011, he set up trail
cameras and motion-activated cameras at eight different project
sites. He documented use of guzzlers by numerous wildlife
species including mule deer, bighorn sheep, golden eagles,
chukar, owls, song birds, ring-tailed cats, bobcats, mountain lions,
antelope and small mammals. This information is exceedingly
valuable to NDOW biologists and is a great public information tool
on the use of guzzlers by all species of wildlife.

Andy Stinson has donated
literally hundreds of personal
hours and driven thousands
of miles in 2011 for the
benefit of Nevada’s wildlife.
He uses his personal
vehicles and equipment,
paying for the use of these
items out of his own pocket.
Andy steadfastly refuses
to accept any form of
recompense. Andy missed only two NDOW water development
projects due to illness in 2011. Andy’s time, money and expertise
donations take away from the time and money he could have
been spending on other endeavors. However, this is truly a labor
of love with Andy and his family, and he would never begrudge
this sacrifice in the name of Nevada’s wildlife. Andy prefers that
others see him as a conservationist that hunts rather than a
complacent user of Nevada’s wildlife resources.
Andy Stinson is truly a spectacular volunteer for wildlife. His
proven efforts in the areas of habitat improvement, public
education,
mentorship
and selfless
volunteerism
are hallmarks of
a true Nevada
sportsman and
conservationist.
Congratulations
Andy and to your
wife Brenda too
NBU President Steve Field, NBU Past President Larry
– well deserved!
Johnson, WSF President Gray Thornton, Andy Stinson and
WSF Chairman Jack Atchensen, Jr.

Andy prepared a photo album
of wildlife guzzler use and
this album was presented to
Nevada Senator Harry Reid.
This resulted in Senator Reid
working with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service to obtain
federal appropriations that
benefitted water developments
statewide in 2011 including
NDOW projects and work on the Desert National Wildlife Refuge.
Andy spends virtually every weekend hiking the mountains around
his home town of Hawthorne. He checks every guzzler in the
region including the Excelsior Mountains, Pilot Mountain and the
Garfield Hills for needed repairs and water replenishment. He
checks springs for appropriate water output. He found unknown
and unmapped water sources utilized by wildlife. He reports his
findings to area NDOW wildlife biologists. (See next page for a
few examples of Andy’s photography!)
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Cactus Jack
By Eric Dalen
Back in the early 70’s when I was a little boy, I remember my
father Grant getting ready for a hunt out by Tonopah. What a big
deal it was, and I was wondering why I wasn’t going. My dad took
me everywhere, so it seemed at the time, but this was a desert
bighorn hunt. It would be a rugged, unforgiving landscape, and
it wasn’t for little boys. As I grew older, so did my understanding
of sheep hunting and how hard it could be, with long hours of
glassing, hiking the soles of your boots off in sharp rocks. To top
it off, everything pokes you to let you know you don’t belong there.
As I got to be around 16 my dad finally let me go on a sheep
hunt. At the time he was a guide and had a client. We hunted 14
days in the Sheep Range using horses. Finally after a long hunt
my dad’s hunter harvested a ram. What really stuck in my mind
was how isolated the landscape made you feel and that hunting
sheep wasn’t as easy as hunting deer or antelope. This was the
beginning of my many years of sheep hunting for me.
Around that time I joined NBU and started going to dinners,
eventually becoming more active by donating lion hunts, bear
hunts and making items for auction to do my part of putting sheep
on the mountain. Because of the success of the groups like NBU,
the Fraternity of the Desert Bighorns, and many other sportsmen’s
groups, Nevada now offers around 222 desert bighorn tags, not
to mention another 58 California bighorn tags, as well as a select
few Rocky Mtn. bighorn tags. Nowhere in the history of the
United States has any state done so much for sheep! We can
now boast that we have the largest population of huntable wild
sheep in the lower 48. All of this leads me into my wife’s sheep
tag which she drew this past year in the McCullough Range after
22 years applying.
Upon finding out that she drew, I told her that we weren’t going
to go until the second week of the season. My reasoning for this
was that I wanted to let the other tag holders fill out so that Kelly
and I wouldn’t have to contend with other hunters in the field and
have the unit to ourselves. This decision would at some point in
her hunt make me think that I had made a big mistake.
As the time got closer to her hunt many people offered to help
but I found myself at a crossroads. On one hand it’s nice to have
friends come along and help, but on the other hand I didn’t exactly
want an army either. I wanted to give my wife all the attention
she needed on this once in a lifetime hunt and not be pulled in six
different directions having to attend to other people.
While painting at Alan and Sharon Means’ home, Alan offered
to come and help Kelly and me. He had hunted the McCullough
Range with his two sons Travis and Troy and they both harvested
rams in the 170’s. Not to mention, Alan has been on more sheep
hunts that any other person I know of and his knowledge would be
something I could learn from as well as his friendship. I told Alan
that Sharon should come along also, so that Kelly would have the
company of another woman in the field with us.
There were three other friends that would come and help at
different times during Kelly’s hunt: Kevin Libby, Kenny Brown
and Ryan Dixon. After Alan and I made plans for them to come,
Kelly and I started getting into shape. Okay, maybe just Kelly.
Kelly had been for the last seven years walking about five miles
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every morning at 4:30 a.m. before our
daughter would get up and before our
employees would show up for work.
Kelly would put her pack on and load
it with about 25 pounds, eventually
ending up with about 35 pounds by the Author Eric Dalen and his wife Kelly
time we left for her hunt. The other thing I can say about Kelly,
well there are actually many things, but she has always been very
good at being prepared for any challenge that might come her
way.
Next was to get her shooting and getting her comfortable at
shooting in different positions. I told her that we weren’t going
to shoot over 250 yards, and if a shot didn’t present itself we
would try to get closer or watch the sheep and try later. One of
the things that many years of hurrying shots or taking shots at
distances too far will teach you is that you rarely hit your target
and/or you make a bad shot, resulting in a lost and wounded
animal. With many years of guiding, and probably the most
important thing, with age comes wisdom, and I intended to use
those things to our advantage and enjoy this hunt without making
a poor, hurried-up shot just because it might be a big sheep. We
had the whole rest of the season and the sheep weren’t going
anywhere; it would be just a matter of finding them again.
On November 24, 2011, Kelly, Lilly, and I left to meet my parents
at Ray and Revella Schmutz’s to have Thanksgiving dinner and
spend the night. The next day, Lilly stayed with my parents, while
Kelly and I drove to Lake Mead and met up with our friends Pierre
Leautier, Steve Damonte, his brother Darren, and Hud Horton.
Pierre and Steve both had tags in the Blacks and I wanted to
hunt with them for a couple of days so Kelly could look at several
sheep, and perhaps take some of the jitters away that she was
feeling about her hunt. Pierre and Steve both harvested nice
rams and Kelly was able to spot and judge the size of sheep as
well. We said our goodbyes and headed for Jean, Nevada where
we met up with Alan and Sharon to start Kelly’s hunt.
Alan and Sharon had already been
in the field for over a week hunting
with another friend. Kelly and I were
hoping to hear that they were seeing
a lot of good rams. But after visiting
with Alan and Sharon we found that
this was not the case. They told us
that the hunting was very hard with
little success finding good rams.
In fact, their friend Mr. Goodnight,
ended up going home without a
sheep from this initial effort, but
planned to come back later with full
intention of harvesting a nice ram.

The first day Kelly and I went
over the south pass and hiked
up a drainage to the south, we
spotted several ewes, lambs
and young immature rams, but
nothing to write home about.
Our first day was very enjoyable
Alan and Sharon Means
and we really looked forward to
the following day. That night Kenny showed up and we all made
plans as to where we were going to hunt in the morning. Al and
Kenny were going to go south and look into the Linda Guzzler
while Kelly and I hiked north towards the Roy Guzzler and cover
some of the area to the west.
Right off the bat, Kelly and I spotted three ewes and one small
ram. We moved further north, glassing drainages but weren’t
really seeing any sign or sheep. We decided to pick a high
vantage point, eat some lunch and take a nap, which by the way,
is my favorite part about hunting. Nothing compares to a nap
outdoors in clean air.
After a while I told Kelly that I was going to hike over to the ridge
to look at some other country and that she should stay put and
nap some more. I was gone for maybe an hour without seeing
anything so I headed back to where I left her. I decided to glass
where Kelly was and noticed that she had the spotting scope set
up and was looking at something. I dropped off into a cut and
hurried back to her. When I got to her, she said that she got up
and went on a nature call, put her binoculars up to glass and
when she did there was a ram standing about 150 yards away!
She snuck back to get the spotting scope setup and that is when I
spotted her.
She did not think that the ram was very big, but it did give her an
opportunity to put her gun on it and dry fire a couple of times to
see how she would do. She told me that she could feel her heart
pounding with excitement! We looked at some other country but
saw nothing and it was getting late so we headed back to meet up
with Kenny and Al. Alan and Kenny had seen a couple of ewes
for their hard work but no rams.
The following day Al and Sharon went north to check out some
new country, as well as the Highlands, and Kenny, Kelly and I
hiked back up the drainage where Kelly and I saw sheep the day
before hoping that maybe some rams would show up. This time
we decided to hike up a ridge to the east and look into some new
drainage where Al said he had seen some sheep a few days prior.

Kelly Dalen – ready for her hunt

Alan and I studied the maps we had and decided to split up and
start eliminating parts of the area. In this unit, a hunter could
very easily harvest a ram from one of the pass roads without ever
really getting the full experience of a true sheep hunt. I wanted
Kelly to appreciate just how hard sheep hunting really is. Just a
side note on this point, sometimes you better be careful what you
wish for.

This was a steep, rocky climb and my wife unfortunately was not
gifted with long legs so it was hard for her to get over some of
the boulder piles without help. After climbing over some ledges I
stopped to check on Kelly and Kenny and observed Kenny putting
his hand on my wife’s butt pushing her up over some rocks. Well,
I couldn’t help being a big teaser and I said to Kenny “You can’t
put your hand on my wife’s butt like that, only I can do that!”
Kenny got the deer-in-the-headlights look, turned three shades of
red, and didn’t say a word. A little further up we came to another
ledge, and I stopped to observe Kelly and Kenny again. This time
Kenny wasn’t having anything to do with helping Kelly because of
my remarks. Kelly on the other hand had other ideas.

I am sure that many hunters that hunt with their wives can
appreciate the scene that was unfolding; Kenny was looking at me
as if to say, “I am not touching her for fear of what you might say,”
but Kelly wasn’t making any head way up the ledge either. Finally
Kelly said, “Kenny, put your hand on my butt and push me up, I
don’t care what Eric says!” We all had a good laugh and made it
to the ridge. We glassed for about six hours moving slowly down
the ridge. We saw a total of 67 sheep, but no mature rams.
Back at the hotel that night
we met up with Alan and
Sharon to swap stories from
the day. They didn’t see
any sheep, but did see a fair
amount of tracks which ended
up being mule deer tracks.
Al, Sharon, Kenny, Kelly and
I hunted for two more days
without seeing any rams,
and I have to say that I was a
little discouraged given that
this area is known for having
good rams. I thought about
what I mentioned earlier
about waiting a week and
letting the other tag holders
Kenny Brown and Kelly looking down from the ridge
finish up so we would have
the unit all to ourselves, and to make matters worse we heard that
a couple of really good rams were taken two days into the season.
I kept telling myself and Kelly that everything was going to be
alright. Kelly and I had to go home for four days to take care of
obligations and we would return and finish out the season.
Five days later, Kelly and I found ourselves back at the hotel in
Jean ready to hunt until the end of the season. The next day after
we arrived, Kelly and I went to North Pass and spotted 27 ewes
and lambs. We continued down the east side, but spotted nothing
else. Later in the day, Kevin Libby, and Ryan Dixon showed up
and they spent the afternoon in Hidden Valley and spotted about
30 ewes and lambs.
We met at the hotel and discussed where we should go next. It
was decided that we would go north and check the Highlands
and McCullough Springs. The day was spent hiking, glassing
and we turned up about 45 ewes and lambs and 12 rams, but
unfortunately they were all small rams and not what we were
looking for. The next day I sent Kevin and Ryan to Hidden Valley
to try and get into some country further north, while Kelly and I
went back to the Highlands to see if any bigger rams had come in
to the group of sheep that we had seen the day before. At the end
of the day we met up with Kevin and Ryan, and they had found 18
rams with two rams worth looking at.
The following morning found us hiking about two miles to where
they had spotted the rams. Ryan spotted the rams down low and
we began to scrutinize the two rams. After looking for an hour
and a half I decided that one ram in particular was between 170
and 174. Kelly said that this was the ram she wanted, so we had
to wait for them to get into a better place to make a stalk. After
about an hour we left Ryan as a spotter and Kevin, Kelly and I
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took off. We had about 1,500 yards to cover to get into position.
As fate would have it, we got within 300 yards, but the wind
changed and we blew the rams out. We watched them go up and
over the ridge.

Kevin Libby and Kelly – ascending on the stalk!

Ryan was able to direct us
to where they were going
but again we blew it. Kelly
was a little disheartened
but she wasn’t beat by a
long shot. I told her that
I knew where they were
headed and that we would
look for them the next day.
Unfortunately Kevin and
Ryan had to go home so
it would be just Kelly and
I for the remainder of the
hunt.

They next day Kelly and I were on the east side down by the Roy
Guzzler looking for the 18 rams with a light rain coming down.
We looked for several hours but turned up zip. We decided to go
way north to a place where I had never been. As we were just
about to go over a pass, I told Kelly that we were going to see
sheep and she needed to be ready to spot her own ram. Low and
behold, we just got over the pass and there were 11 ewes a one
small ram which I thought was promising. We worked our way
down the draw and hiked up a ridge to look west and spent an
hour there. The rain started to come down a little harder so we
decided to go back to the Ranger and move to another spot.
As I was loading the backpacks into the ranger, Kelly said that she
had spotted five rams across the canyon. I said to her, “You’re
just kidding me right?” But she said, “No, they’re right across the
canyon on the ridge.”
Sure enough, there they were five rams with one good mature
ram. I figured he was about a low 160’s ram, again not what she
was looking for. The rams bedded down so Kelly and I headed
down the drainage to glass back into a series of draws that ran
down away from where the five rams were. I stopped and turned
the Ranger around to glass and Kelly immediately said that she
spotted some more rams. I told her that she must be confused
and that she was looking at the same five rams. It is times like
this that I should just shut up and say, “Yes dear, you’re right.”
Sure enough, Kelly had spotted two rams across the canyon just
east of the other rams. I put my binos on them and immediately
said about one, “That’s a hell of a ram!” I put my spotting scope
on the ram to get a better look. I started estimating his bases,
length and quarter measurements and tired to be conservative.
I didn’t want to make any mistakes on judging this ram because
Kelly wouldn’t let me forget it if it was smaller than the first ram we
stalked.
I called Al to get his opinion on the matter. I am glad that I did
because Alan has a way of methodically looking at sheep. We
decided that the ram was at minimum a 170 type ram from at least
800 yards away. The ram walked over the ridge and started head
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butting this big barrel cactus. It was quite entertaining. For 45
minutes we watched him pulverize this cactus and eat the tender
insides. Thus, Kelly and others gave him the name “Cactus Jack.”

I said, “I think so too – you should have shot that
ram.” She asked me if I thought if we could find
him again. I said, “We can sure try.”

At this point it was raining steadily and we weren’t going
anywhere. Cactus Jack and his sidekick started moving towards
the other five rams. They went out of sight in a big draw and then
reappeared where the five rams had been bedded down. Cactus
Jack and his sidekick bedded down on the ridge about 800 yards
away. I told Kelly that we needed to get closer, but I was afraid
that while in route if he got up and moved, we wouldn’t be able to
tell what direction he went. So we just stayed put.

Two hours later Kelly and I were back at the same
spot where we had spotted Cactus Jack the day
before. We put on our packs and started to walk
east, glassing the drainages. On the second
drainage I spotted a ewe on the ridge above us
and Kelly thought she had spotted movement also,
so we sat there for 45 minutes staring each other
down and in the meantime 15 other ewes popped
up looking down at us. Kelly then apologized for
the day before and then I knew we were in this
together again.

About 30 minutes later a motorcycle came whizzing by us and
made the big ram get up. He started feeding back where he
came from. I told Kelly we should get closer now. During this
whole time Kelly didn’t seem as if she was excited, and I think
she had her heart set on the first ram because we thought it
might be bigger. Alan said, “You have to admire her nerve.” We
started up the bottom of this draw which was a complete boulder
pile, slippery from the rain and slow going. We made it about
600 yards and I stopped to take a breather. I told Kelly the ram
was around the next corner, so we went another 100 yards and I
stopped again.
That’s when Kelly said, “I thought you said it was just around the
corner,” and added, “Are you sure they will be in the canyon?” I
replied, “They’re sheep, who knows if they will be there?” and
about then she said something else. I just threw my hands up in
the air and said, “I’m done for the day,” and left her there to think
about it.
I started walking very fast back to the Ranger leaving her standing
there in the rain. It’s obvious that we were having a bit of a
marital tiff. I later found out that she was not feeling well. Fortyfive minutes later she showed up at the Ranger. No words were
spoken for 40 miles. We loaded up the Ranger and headed back
to the hotel, when something ran in front of my truck. Its color
didn’t look right, so I stopped and got out only to find a 9-week old
puppy wandering around in the rain out in the middle of nowhere.
I couldn’t just leave the little guy, so I grabbed him and put him in
the truck. Kelly said, “What do you plan on doing with him, and is
this part of having the full sheep experience?” I told her that we
would give the pup to the gas station attendant and all would be
okay.
There was an officer at the gas station, so I grabbed the puppy
and headed towards his truck. He started waving his hands,
yelling “No don’t bring that pup, I don’t want it.” I informed him
that I couldn’t keep it because we were hunting and also that
the hotel wouldn’t allow dogs in the room. As fate would have it,
Kelly went into the gas station and talked to the ladies inside, and
one of them decided to take the puppy. What a relief! Kelly and I
still hadn’t said too much to each other even through the course
of getting some dinner. She then went to bed and I studied the
pictures of Cactus Jack I had taken.
I woke up at 4:30 a.m. and looked outside. It was still raining so
we went back to sleep until 7:30. It had stopped raining and Kelly
said to me, “I think that I might have made a mistake yesterday.”

We took lots of pictures and the work
began. We packed out the horns and
meat to the pickup.
Kelly Dalen and her trophy ram!

Finally the ewes fed over the ridge and we were able to move into
the next drainage. Just as we got to where I could see the draw
I spotted a lone ewe feeding about 100 yards away. Once again
we sat there for almost an hour, and I told Kelly, “That’s it, I am
blowing her out.” The whole time that Kelly and I were trying to
find Cactus Jack I was saying little prayers; sometimes you need
a little help when you can’t do it by yourself.
I stood up and walked towards the ewe, she spotted us and
started moving downhill. As we got closer to the ravine I spotted
six more ewes. I edged forward to a rock pile and spotted the
little sidekick. I turned to Kelly and told her to get her pack off. I
looked down again and turned to Kelly who hadn’t gotten her pack
off because she was trying to look at the sheep too. I told her to
get her pack off again and get ready. This time Kelly had her pack
off and had her gun resting on a rock waiting for my instructions.
Just then Cactus Jack walked out of a small cut and stood
broadside right between the side kick ram and the 7 ewes. I told
Kelly to wait, I ranged the ram and he was 119 yards. I wanted to
see what the little ram was going to do. The last thing I wanted
was for Kelly to shoot and have the little ram walk in front
of Cactus Jack. It was then that Kelly said to me, “I have
him dead to rights and I have a good rest.” I told her if
she feels comfortable, then take the shot.
BOOM!
The ram went down so fast that Kelly didn’t see it drop. I
jumped up and yelled, “You got him! He is down!” Kelly
tried to stand up but her legs were like jelly, I had to hold
her up for a few moments to let it sink in that she had just
harvested a great ram. I put my pack on and said, “Let’s
go take a look at him.” But she replied, “I have to go to
the little girl’s room.” I guess with all the excitement her
nerves were finally getting the better of her.
I hustled down to the ram and stood there in awe. I yelled back
up to Kelly, “Honey, it’s not what we thought it was!” Kelly said,
“NO!” and I yelled back, “It’s bigger!” I whooped and hollered
some more and then Kelly made her way down to her ram and
was overjoyed, not just because of his size but because of all the
miles of hiking, glassing, the ups and downs emotionally, and that
it was all over.

I told Kelly we should go to
Clint and Cindy Bentley’s
house to show them her
ram, which was on the
way back to Jean. Clint
and Cindy congratulated
Kelly on her ram of a lifetime. We made plans to
have breakfast with Clint
and Cindy and then took the ram to NDOW in Las Vegas to be
plugged. They measured Kelly’s ram 176 2/8 gross and 175 5/8
net! Kelly was on cloud nine and I would never be able to live
down that she had harvested a bigger ram than me. But, Kelly
was very humble and I couldn’t have been more proud of her.
She did everything that I asked of her. We hiked over 50 miles
and not once did she complain, ask me to slow down or take her
pack. She just did it with grace. I am very grateful to be married
to a woman who puts her husband and daughter first every time
without question. I am also grateful that I could be her knight in
shining armor. I love you Kelly, and thanks for letting me be a part
of your hunt and life!
Side Notes By Kelly Dalen:
I just wanted to thank my
in-laws Grant and Shirley
for taking good care of
Lillian, our home and the
animals while we were
away. Thank you Lillian
for being helpful and such
a good girl while we were
away. I’m so grateful for
our families’ support. I
would like to thank all of those who took time out of their busy
schedules to come and hunt with us. We had some good laughs
and a good time was had by all. I want to thank my knight in
shining armor for being such a wonderful man and a great guide
on my hunt (even when you are married to a guide, nothing is for
free). And last but not least, I want to thank God for giving me the
ability to hike, to keep up and to shoot straight. I am grateful that
he created such a beautiful desert in our state to hunt in. I had
a life changing experience and of course I had the “fullest sheep
experience you could possibly have!”
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Join the 32 Annual NBU Banquet

Wall of Heads!
Display Your Trophy With Nevada’s Finest
On April 6th at the Peppermill
Reserve your spot now by calling:
Dan Warren at (775) 355-0710
Or E-mail at dan@custompainting.biz

2/10/1942 -12/30/2011
James Paul Speck, a.k.a. “Bucko” lost
a long and hard fought battle with a
merciless foe, cancer. Bucko passed
with the support of his family and
many friends.
Bucko always had a genuine smile
that put you at ease, and with perfect
timing he would interject corny
jokes into a conversation that made
you laugh. Next, the conversation
always focused on one of Bucko’s
life long passions, hunting. Hunting
big bucks, monster rams, and giant
bull elk was a driving force in his life. Number one in Bucko’s life
was his best friend, his wife Judy. If Bucko was not hunting, he
would be fishing with Judy, he would be the first to tell you that
she always caught the big one. When she landed Jim, I am not
sure what “BIG ONE” referred
to. Big jokester, bigger than life
personality, big heart, big?, Judy
will need to answer that one.

face shaking it which
started it squawking.
Again the jokester in
Bucko had everyone in
stitches.
Goodness, kindness,
and humor was what
Bucko was made of
and it showed till the end.

I am sure that Bucko is in heaven and has the Lord
laughing at one of his corny jokes.

One afternoon while I was telling Bucko about a big buck that was
in my back yard two nurses came in the room and told Bucko they
needed to roll him over and put some pillows under him to keep
him from getting bed sores. Without a moments hesitation he
replied “I know what you girls are up to, you just want to look at
my butt.” We laughed until we had tears in our eyes.

There will be a special Youth Trophy Mount Competition
for kids 12 through 16 years of age. To enter your trophy
shoulder mount contact: Dan Warren 775-355-0710 or
Email dan@custompainting.biz
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James Paul Speck

Bucko had been in the hospital for
a month bouncing back and forth
between the oncology floor and
ICU and his true heart and good
nature only shined brighter. In
pain having to expend great effort
to talk, he would greet family,
friends, doctors and nurses with a smile, hello, and thumbs up.

Hey Kids – Enter
your trophy mount
in the 2012 NBU
Youth Trophy Mount
Competition at the
NBU Banquet!
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In Memory of “Bucko” - NBU Bronze Ram Life Member

Days later the
doctor stopped in
and was evaluating
Bucko’s level of
consciousness. This
is done by asking
three questions.
Your name, where
are you, and the
date. Jim answered
all three questions
with no problem. So
the doc thought he
would throw in another question. Who is the president of the
United States? Without missing a beat, Jim held up a rag monkey
that squawked when you shook it and stuck it in the doctors
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Wild Sheep Foundation’s Youth Wildlife
Conservation Experience
Inaugural event introduces youth to conservation

Thank you to NBU, Northern Nevada Safari Club, UNR Cast &
Blast Outdoors Club and all of the volunteers and mentors that
supported this event and made it a success!

Contact: Laura Dalles, Education Coordinator
307.527.6261 or ldalles@wildsheepfoundation.org

a Hunter/Mentor/Youth Conservation Experience. Students
can submit an application to WSF and be considered
for an opportunity to spend a day assisting the Nevada
Department of Wildlife Fisheries Division stock trout, spend
a day fishing local lakes or streams with a member of the
Truckee River Fly Fishers who will mentor them in the art of
fishing, or spend a day hunting seasonal game birds with an
adult hunter mentor. “The idea behind this was to offer the
youth who attended an opportunity
to take what they learned and apply
it in the real world. Hopefully this
will spark a long term love of the
outdoors, and add young sportsman
and women to the fraternity of wildlife
conservation”, states Dalles,”we
are encouraged by the response
and enthusiasm of our young
conservationists.”

The Wild Sheep Foundation launched its inaugural 2012
MidwayUSA Youth Wildlife Conservation Experience (YWCE) last
week during the Sheep Show© in Reno. A three day hands-on
event introduced Reno area youth to shooting sports, fly tying,
archery, wildlife management and conservation. This event
was made possible as a result of Larry and Brenda Potterfield’s
vision and generosity who believe youth should be educated
about wildlife conservation and the outdoors and that it is up to
this generation of conservation organizations to teach the next
generation.

“The success of our first YWCE
would not have happened if not
for the tremendous support and
engagement of the committee
members, volunteers, local youth
groups, educators and parents who
helped pull this together. Many thanks to all of those dedicated
educators and conservationists,” concluded Dalles.

“The Wild Sheep Foundation is grateful for the Potterfield’s
vision and generosity in launching this new initiative. WSF
will expand the YWCE each year from here on out. We look
forward to developing this event and supporting the Midway USA
Foundation’s mission. This program gets younger boys and girls
outdoors and helps teach the principles of wildlife conservation
and stewardship. The future of wildlife and stewardship will
depend on not only us, but future generations”, stated Gray N.
Thornton, WSF President and CEO.
The goal of the WSF’s YWCE was to connect and strengthen
our youths’ connection to wildlife, conservation and natural
resources by communicating the importance of wildlife and habitat
management, outdoor skills, ethics, behavior and stewardship
while perpetuating our hunting, fishing and wildlife heritage.
“The measure of our success came from the smiles and
excitement of the youth that participated”, stated Laura Dalles,
WSF Education Coordinator. “Those kids were engaged,
enthused and excited. Many young conservationists commented
that they wanted to be forensic biologists as a result of their
participation with Operation Game Thief – an inquiry into whodone-it in the wildlife poaching world.” “Parents, teachers and
volunteers commented on the success of offering a hands-on
learning environment that sparked creativity, introduced new skills
and got kids excited about spending time outdoors,” Said Dalles.

The Wild Sheep Foundation, formerly the Foundation for North
American Wild Sheep, was founded in 1977 by sheep and
mountain hunting enthusiasts and conservationists. With a
membership of more than 6,000 worldwide and a chapter network
in North America, WSF is the premier advocate for wild sheep,
wild goats, other wildlife and their habitat
The Wild Sheep Foundation has raised more than $80 million for
conservation and educational programs in North America, Europe
and Asia. In 2011, the Wild Sheep Foundation has raised and put
on the ground more than $3 million for wildlife conservation and
other mission programs.
For a full schedule of events and to join as a member, or for
more information on the Foundation and the conservation and
education programs, please visit www.
wildsheepfoundation.org, contact
800-OK-FNAWS or email info@
wildsheepfoundation.org. FollowWSF
on facebook.com/wildsheepfoundation.

In addition to the three day event, students who participated were
given an opportunity to expand their experience by applying for
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One Day Hunt
By Spencer Trivitt
I woke up in the passenger seat of my dad’s truck at 4:45 p.m. We
were approaching Reno. I rubbed my eyes and sat up, still kind of
groggy from my nap. Then I suddenly remembered why we were
in such a hurry.
“Will we get there on time?” I asked my dad, who had a
determined look on his face.
“I don’t know, bud. But I’m sure we will.”
As we sped toward Reno, I looked back at what had happened
just an hour before. I was lying in my bed reading my book, when
my mom called.
“Hello?” I answered the phone.
“Hey!” my mom sounded in a hurry. “Find your hunting license
ASAP.”
“What? Why?” I questioned.

“Because the Department of Wildlife building is right there” He
pointed to a building with a sign that said “State Farm” on the roof.
At first I wasn’t sure, but when we went around to the back,
there was another entrance. We went inside and walked down
a cramped hallway with marked doors on either side. We kept
walking until we reached the door marked “Department of
Wildlife”. We opened the door, and stepped inside to find a lady at
the front desk just closing up.
“Are you Stacy Trivitt?” She asked my dad.
“Yep.” My dad answered.
“We’ve been expecting you, although I started to get worried that
you wouldn’t make it.” She said with a laugh as she pointed at the
clock.

Without hanging up, I dug through drawers and searched
frantically for my license. The whole time I kept interrogating my
mom, pressing her for a straight answer.

The clock read 4:57. We had made it with barely three minutes
to spare. I smiled, and the lady asked me if I had my license. I
handed it over.

“Why?” I would ask

“Thank you.” She then told me what to read on a form, where and
what to sign, and then she got busy with transferring the tag over
to me.

It was making me mad.
Finally I found it, and I told my mom. She put me on hold real fast,
and when she came back on, she sounded even more hurried
than before.
“Ok, I’m coming to pick you up.”
“What?!? Mom, what are you talking about?” I said, frustrated. But
she had already hung up.
After about 15 minutes in the car, my mom dropped me off with
my dad.
“Dad, what’s going on?” I sounded meaner than I meant.
“You got a tag.” He explained. “There was a guy who bought a
guided landowners tag at an auction, but he couldn’t use it.”
“So how did I get a tag?” I still didn’t get it.
“They didn’t want the tag to go to waste and they wanted it to go
to a kid that didn’t have a tag and you’re the lucky kid.”
I couldn’t believe it. I hadn’t drawn a tag that year, so I had given
up hope. I was so psyched about this; I was at a loss for words. I
got a tag!
Now, as we neared the Department of Wildlife building, I checked
NBU Journal . Volume 29 . Number 1

“Why are we here?” I asked my dad.

“Just do it, and fast.” She told me. “Your dad and Jim Nelson have
a surprise for you.”

“Just find it.”
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the time again. It was 4:50 and we needed to be there before it
closed at 5:00. I started to worry until we took an exit to get off the
freeway, and then pulled into an office area.

We waited awhile in the office because the printer wouldn’t
cooperate with the lady, but I didn’t mind. There were pictures of
the past fishing derby posters, and a nice antelope hanging on the
wall. I began to wonder about my hunt, and how big my antelope
would be. I didn’t really care how big it was, as long as I got one,
but it would be nice if it were big.
Suddenly the lady appeared again behind the front desk and had
me sign a couple more papers, then handed me the tag. She told
me what to fill out when I shot my antelope, and handed it over. I
took it and my license, and headed back out to the truck.
The tag ended on Monday, and it was already Friday. I had a
baseball tournament, and that was on Saturday, Sunday, and
possibly Monday. Although I would much rather go on Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday, I had a responsibility with my baseball
team, and it would be unfair if I decided not to show up. To solve
this, my dad and I decided that no matter what, even if we got
into the championships on Monday, we would play Saturday and
Sunday, then leave right after my last game on Sunday for Cold
Springs, which was where we would meet my guides.
That weekend we did pretty good in baseball and got into the
championship game on Monday, but I was going hunting no
matter what. So that Sunday night at around 6:30, we rolled into
Cold Springs. There was a bar there, and that was where I met my
guides, Rob and Chet. They were pretty nice people, and my dad
had a bunch of stories to trade with Rob and Chet about certain
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hunts that they
had gone on. They
talked for about 3045 minutes, during
which time I learned
a ton about what to
do and what not to
do if I were guiding
a hunt, or just on a
hunt, and what kind of people to hunt with.
Suddenly I realized how hungry I was. I hadn’t eaten dinner yet,
and I saw a bunch of people with steaks and salads, and my
mouth started to water. My Dad and I shared an excellent steak
dinner and headed off to our cabin for a good night’s rest.
At 4:30 in the morning my alarm went off. At first I didn’t realize
what it was, until I remembered I was going hunting! That thought
made me get up, wake up my dad, and jog over to the showers.
I took a quick shower, enjoying the warm water. I was ready to
leave at 4:45, but I kept double checking until Rob and Chet got
there at 5:00.

The truck was stopped and everyone was glassing the area, so I
started to also. At first I couldn’t see anything, but then Chet told
me to look at the base of a small hill about a mile and a half away.
I searched for some antelope, and finally found a small group right
where Chet said they were.
I didn’t have good enough vision to make out the differences
between the male and the females, but apparently Chet did.
“One decent sized male in the middle bedded down, and six
females around him” Chet reported.

“Ready to go?” Rob asked me.

“Nice eye, Chet” my dad said.

I replied with a smile and nodded.

We drove in closer to see if we could get a better look. But no
matter what angle we approached the base of this hill from, we
could not get a better look. So we hopped out of the truck, and I
got out my gun.

“Good, ‘cause it’s time to go get an antelope!”
We grabbed the gun (a 25.06 that my dad’s friend Jim Nelson
had let me borrow) and loaded that into the front seat with me.
My dad grabbed his back pack and hopped in the back seat with
Chet while Rob drove. We started the truck and drove away from
the Cold Springs bar, and down the highway. We pulled onto on
to a dirt road and followed it for about 15 minutes before coming
to another road. We followed this one for about half an hour, and
then came into a big valley.
“Pretty much this entire area is your tag.” Rob told me.
I immediately started to scan the area for antelope. I couldn’t see
anything, and when I asked Rob where they all were, he laughed
and told me not to worry, because he had them all pinned. He told
me to look for the pivots that were used to water fields, and I saw
some way off in the distance, on the other side of the valley. We
started to head in that direction after checking the surrounding
areas.
Once we got to the pivots, we all pulled out binoculars and started
to glass the area. We found three large groups of antelope right
off the bat, and 7 or 8 bucks. We looked around for some bigger
ones, and kept searching and searching. Finally we hiked up a hill
and glassed a bit more, trying to get a better look.
Rob insisted that I could get something much better than anything
we had seen, and I agreed. So we hopped back in the truck, and
started to drive to another area where my guides had seen some
decent goats. On the way there I started to nod off, only to give in
to sleep.
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road and sagebrush for as far as I can see.

I woke up about
25 to 30 minutes
later, myself in a
completely different
area than last time.
The area around
me was complete
desert, with nothing
but a single dirt
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“Ready to go?” Rob
asked me.
“Yup” I replied.
So we set out, just
me and Rob, and
hiked about seven
hundred yards as
quick and quiet as
possible, before
we planted in the
dirt and I knelt with
Spencer Trivitt and his Pronghorn
the scope of the
gun pulled up to my eye. I looked through it and saw the buck. It
was beefy, and had tall prongs. But the thing that caught the most
attention was the tip of one of its prongs. It was broken. I knew
that that little bit would mark down the score for it, but I knew that
that made it unique. I knew that that goat was mine.
Rob must have been wondering, because he asked me if this was
the one I wanted. Right away I answered yes. So we started to
creep along again to try to get closer.
After about another five minutes of going slowly and silently along,
Rob stopped me.
“He knows we’re here, but he’s not sure where,” Rob whispered in
my ear, “if you’re gonna take the shot, now’s the time.”

So I set up the monopod, knelt down in a comfy position, and
pulled the scope up to my eye. I looked for the male and found
him. He was rutting around like he was mad about something. I
waited until he stopped moving… and a bush got in the way of my
shot.
“There’s a bush!” I hissed
We darted closer and a little to the left, and I set up again. When I
looked through the scope, I saw the male walking slowly away.
“Moooooo!” Rob yelled. “Moooooo! Mooooo!”
At first I had no idea what he was doing, until the goat turned
suddenly.
“Moooooooooo!” Rob shouted in an odd voice.
This time the male turned broad side. It was now or never. I turned
off the safety, pulled the scope up to my eye, and aimed an inch
above his back, right where Rob told me to. I took a deep breath,
let half of it out, and relaxed. The crosshairs were floating just
above his collarbone… I slowly started to squeeze the trigger,
forcing myself not to jerk the gun in anticipation of the kick. I
squeezed a little tighter… and a little tighter… until…
“BOOM!” the gun roared and I saw a giant puff of hair float up
from the goat. At first I thought I had just clipped him. Then I saw
him take about six steps… stop… and fall over, dead. I had done
it!!! The joy was unlike anything else I had ever experienced! It
was my first big game animal!
“Four hundred and eight
yards!” Rob told me. I was
in the middle of ejecting the
bullet shell and putting a new
one in. I was so surprised, I
jammed the gun again.

was proof, right in front of me.
“Holy cow!” Rob said “I wish all of my other clients could shoot like
that!
Suddenly I started smiling and couldn’t stop. I laughed, and
surprised myself. The lungs!!! I couldn’t stop smiling!
Rob and Chet started skinning and gutting and caping it. The
whole time I stood there and payed attention, so that I could
remember some details for when I would need to do that.
It took about 15 minutes for the guides to finish skinning and
gutting and caping it, and I got to carry the head back to the truck.
It wasn’t a difficult hike, but if left my back sore.
When that was done, we put my antelope into an ice chest and
closed the bed. We hopped in the truck, and on the way back to
Cold Springs, I passed out again.
When I woke up we were back on the dirt road about 5 minutes
away from the bar. It took me the rest of that time to fully wake up,
and when we got there I helped unload and clean off my antelope.
It took about half an hour to fully clean my antelope and get
everything loaded back into our truck, including my antelope.
We left Cold Springs at about 4:30, and before we left, I thanked
Rob and Chet and the chef for everything. They told me they
would hang my picture up on the wall of the bar, along with all
their favorite hunts. I appreciated that, and I’m still wondering how
many people have seen my picture, and heard my story told at
Cold Springs bar.
Thank you to everyone that helped make this
happen. Rob, Chet, my Dad and Jim Nelson
for being such a great friend to our family.

“What?! Are you serious?”
“Dead serious!”
I couldn’t believe it! I had only
practiced from 200 yards at
the longest, but I wasn’t even
sure my dad would have let
me take a shot from that far!

Spencer and his dad Stacy

“Congrats!” Rob told me.
We waited until my dad and Chet had caught up, then headed out
for the body. When we got there, I realized where I shot him.
“No… way…” my dad said.
The entrance hole was about the size of a half dollar, and it was in
the best place I could have imagined… right where the lungs are.
I was at a loss for words. There was just no way… and yet, there

Spencer and Guide/Outfitter Rob Wallin
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Best Thanksgiving Ever
By Kathy Sallee

Husband and Wife Draw and Successfully Harvest
Two Nevada Desert Bighorn Sheep
Best Thanksgiving, EVER!
When Vince Chacon, of Elko, Nevada, filled out his Big Game
Application for the ninth year and his wife, Alice was applying for
her fourth year, they laughed about the chance of both getting a
Desert Bighorn Sheep tag. The thought of eating Thanksgiving
dinner in their camper at Echo Bay Resort near Overton, Nevada
was not part of their holiday plans in 2011.
They had no idea it could happen…a married couple both drawing
a Nevada Desert bighorn sheep tag in the same area in the same
year. Impossible!
Immediately upon learning the IMPOSSIBLE had happened
(they both drew a Desert Bighorn Sheep tag) and screaming with
excitement, a call was made to Alice’s dad, Mike Sallee, who had
drawn this tag ten years earlier. He was very excited because
he knew the area (Unit 268, referred to as The Muddies) and he
knew he would be hunting with his oldest daughter and son-inlaw. He immediately called Echo Bay Resort located north of Las
Vegas to reserve a camping spot.
Mike said many times, “This is unbelievable. The chance of a
husband and wife drawing a sheep tag in the same year has got
to be one in a million.”
Vince and Alice have two young sons whom they did not want to
miss school. A decision was made that Vince and his father-inlaw, Mike, would be at camp for opening day hoping to get “the
big one” before the rest of the family arrived.
Day one of the hunt was exciting and disappointing. Vince
spotted a large sheep early into the hike. A two hour stock was
made. The sheep spotted them and disappeared very quickly.
The hike back to the truck was very long. There was some
extremely abrupt and slippery spots neither Mike nor Vince
remembered in there excitement to get close to the sheep.
Needless to say, they both slept very hard that night.
After two days of scrambling through the steep and very rocky
cliffs, Vince and Mike both had aching muscles that needed to
relax. They chose an afternoon hunt that would be more glassing
than hiking.
After a short hike, Mike spotted a sheep on the move. A quick
decision had to be made.
Is he “the big one”? Vince was quick to make this decision.
On the afternoon of day two, with one shot from his 270
Remington, his dream had come true. He had (in his hands) an
amazing Desert bighorn sheep.
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Vince Chacon – Desert Bighorn Sheep – 2011

The following day
Vince and Mike took
the Sheep to Las
Vegas to be plugged
and scored. The
Biologist said the
sheep was 13 years
old with an unofficial
score of 161. He said
it would most likely
be the oldest sheep

Her dad was quickly trying to set up her bipod when she said,
“Dad, MOVE, I have him in my sites.”
BOOM!!!
Alice was quick to load another round, but it was not necessary.
The sheep slowly walked about 15 yards and tumbled to the
ground. There was a lot of high fives, hugging, and screaming.
Vince ran to the sheep and yelled, “It’s a good one. I think it’s
bigger than mine.”

harvested this
year. You can see
that this is an old
Sheep because
of the shape of
the nose and how
close the horns
are to each other.

As soon as the
Thanksgiving
school holiday
started Alice, her
sons (Noah and Hyde), and her mother, Kathy, headed to Echo
Bay.

Alice and Vince – Desert Bighorn Sheep - 2011

You might notice Vince looks a little different in the pictures of him
with his sheep than he looks in the picture of him and his wife.
After two days of mountain climbing with Alice and no success,
he decided to shave his beard for a little luck. And, he was right!
This did change her luck.
Spending the Thanksgiving holiday in the camper was good, but
the non-stop chatter about the two successful hunts was even
better!

Alice Chacon – Desert Bighorn Sheep – 2011

When Alice and the rest of the family arrived at camp, there was a
lot of excitement. They saw lots of people with flash lights shining
into the back of a truck. Steve Damonte, a hunter from Reno, NV,
had been successful earlier in the day.
Seeing a sheep close up made Alice’s adrenalin rise. A local
taxidermist, Scott Darwants, owner of Great Basin Taxidermy, was
kind enough to store Vince’s sheep during Alice’s hunt. Thus,
only pictures of Vince’s sheep had been seen by the family.
Mike and Vince planned to take Alice on what they called an easy
hike for a girl’s first day of hunting. She is positive the two of
them did not hike the steep hills they took her to in the pre-dawn
hours. Although Alice did not complain, she referred to the first
day as “a hellish hike to the top of the world”. She had many
blisters, but was ready to go the next morning.
Alice’s second day of hunting was very long and hard. They did
see a few sheep that were too far away. She was a little down
when returning to camp. Another hunter, Pierre Leautier from
Reno, NV had returned to camp successful that afternoon. She
really wanted to get a great sheep quick so the boys wouldn’t
have to miss any school. Noah and Hyde were having fun with
their Granny playing and fishing at Lake Mead.
On Alice’s third day of hunting, a bighorn sheep was spotted.
Once again a quick decision had to be made. She loaded Vince’s
270 Remington and was ready.

The Chacon’s were very excited to get both sheep to Rick
Peterson, owner of Ruby Mountain Taxidermy in Spring Creek,
Nevada. They are getting two full body mounts, which should be
completed in about 12 to 15 months. They will be a great addition
next to Alice’s first Antelope harvest already on the wall, which
Rick also crafted.
The two future hunters were very happy to be photographed with
their mom and dad’s trophies. It is a vacation they will not forget.
Vince was all smiles when he said, “This is my best Thanksgiving,
EVER!”

Upon arriving back at camp the other hunters, some of which
were from the Reno area with bighorn sheep tags, and the rest of
her family were very excited to see Alice’s sheep.
Alice’s dad was still saying this had to be one in a million for a
married couple to get tags and be successful. He was very proud
to be a part of the hunt, as you can see by his smile with his arms
around his family members.

Noah Chacon, 7, with Vince - Hyde Chacon, 6, with Alice

Alice’s sheep appeared bigger than her husbands, but once
scored by the biologist in Elko, he gave the sheep an unofficial
score of 157. He said Alice’s sheep was seven years old.
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Bootstraps Crews Continue to Rescue Wildlife Habitat
By Mike Stamm
UNR Cooperative Extension
During 2011, the Battle
Mountain Bootstraps
Crew thinned or
removed pinyon and
juniper trees from
more than 1,000 acres
of important wildlife
habitat in Lander and
Eureka Counties,
Opening up a pinyon-juniper encroached meadow
Nevada. Four hundred
complex on Bald Mountain, central Nevada
acres of habitat in the
Sulphur Springs Range (approximately 30 miles north of Eureka),
along with 600 acres of habitat on Bald Mountain (20 miles south
of the town of Crescent Valley) were rescued from pinyon-juniper
encroachment by chain saw-packing young adults.
Though the problem is little known to the general public,
encroachment of wildlife habitat by pinyon pine and juniper is a
huge problem for wildlife throughout much of the West. Since
European settlement, changes in land use have led to widespread
increases in pinyon and juniper at the expense of wildlife. In the
Great Basin, for example, the area covered by pinyon-juniper
woodlands has increased 10-fold since the late 1800’s.
Not that pinyon
and juniper
trees are
undesirable; in
moderation, the
trees provide
both food
and cover for
many wildlife
species, but as
they become
Dense stands of pinyon-juniper make very poor wildlife habitat increasingly
widespread and numerous, shrubs, grasses and forbs are lost
through competitive exclusion. Once habitat has been degraded,
conversion back to more diverse and valuable plant communities
is extremely difficult and expensive. As the Nevada Department of
Wildlife’s Mule Deer Management Plan warns:
“… dense stands reduce understory plant productivity and
diversity, increase site aridity, and accelerate soil erosion.
Pinyon-juniper conditions throughout much of Nevada are having
negative impacts on mule deer and other wildlife.”
Dense pinyon-juniper woodlands are also highly susceptible to
intense wildfires, after which introduced annual weeds such as
cheatgrass, frequently dominate the landscape, preventing or
greatly impeding re-establishment of desirable plant species.
Crews from the Bootstraps program have been removing
encroaching pinyon and juniper trees from some of central
Nevada’s most valuable wildlife habitats since 2005. In that year,
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the Battle Mountain District of the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) in partnership with University of Nevada Cooperative
Extension, launched the experimental program, which was
designed to put out-of-school young adults to work, teaching
them useful life and employment skills, while at the same time
accomplishing much needed wildlife habitat improvement
projects.
Although the
program began
very modestly,
Bootstraps crews
have grown
steadily over the
years (crews are
now comprised
of 15 – 20 young
adults) and have
completed an
Dense stands of pinyon-juniper make very poor wildlife habitat
impressive list of
wildlife habitat enhancement projects in the Fish Creek, Simpson
Park, Roberts, Sulphur Springs, and Toiyabe Mountain and
Desatoya Mountain Ranges of central Nevada.
Bootstraps crews camp at the job site, greatly reducing expenses
and travel time to remote project locations. Initially funded
primarily by the BLM, the Bootstraps program has also been
generously supported by grants from Nevada Bighorns Unlimited,
the Nevada Department of Wildlife, the Mule Deer Foundation,
and the Natural Resource Conservation Service as well as from
Lander and Eureka Counties.
Although the
Bootstraps program
won’t, by itself, solve
the pinyon-juniper
problem, it is perhaps
a model that could
be widely duplicated
across the West.
The Bootstraps
program represents
Bootstraps crews camp at the job site, reducing travel a successful
time and expense
partnership between
local communities,
government agencies
and sportsman’s groups
that produces real, onthe-ground results. As
a bonus, the program
provides young adults
with their first real-life
work experience and an
introduction to natural
resource issues and
Since 2005, Bootstraps crews have constructed numerous
problems.

wetland protective fences and treated thousands of acres of
noxious weeds
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Areas currently being focused on include Species Recovery, Management by Litigation,
Economic Impact, Enhancement Permits and Climate Changes.
Hunter Defense Fund
• SCI Hunter Defense Fund contributions have a direct impact on our freedom to hunt,
wildlife conservation policy, and important legislative, regulatory and legal issues.
By: Terrence J. Melby, NNSCI
Northern Nevada Chapter Safari Club International

• Making contributions to;
٠
٠
٠
٠

Why Support SCI?
“For years my perception of SCI was this elite group of wealthy hunters off on Safari, hunting big
game in Africa.” Or the largest yet most expensive sportsman convention that one could see.

The fight for Importation of Hunting Trophies,
The fight against Federal Land Grabs,
Defeating Anti-trapping Initiative in Montana,
Defeating Anti-predator Management Initiative in Alaska.

When I became a member of SCI little did I realize what it meant to me as a Sportsman. Little
did I realize what is meant to me as a Nevada Sportsman. A small commitment today, helps for
a lifetime opportunity tomorrow.

Boy was I surprised when it was explained to me that there is more to this organization than
meets the eye.

You can learn more as to what the Safari Club International does for you by visiting SCI at
www.scifirstforhunters.org or the Northern Nevada Chapter of Safari Club International (NNSCI)
at www.nnsci.com.

Imagine if you would, an organization who’s mission and involvement is geared towards you as
a sportsman. Yes you, as a Nevada Sportsman.

U

U

U

U

Recent activities here in Nevada have created a stir in the media this past year. Controversies
over the First Nevada Bear Hunt, over several BLM Wild Horse roundups and the focus on the
Endangered Species Act have all been brought forward in the public’s eye.
Safari Club International (SCI) has been involved in every one of those items mentioned above.
SCI has been involved in many Nevada Sportsman issues through out the West and the United
States.
Safari Club International’s (SCI) Hunters Advocacy and Litigation Section works to
promote and preserve hunting and sustainable use conservation in courts throughout the
County and throughout Nevada.
SCI is unique among hunting organizations as the only one to have a team of lawyers dedicated
to defending the right to hunt and participate in sustainable use of wildlife.
SCI was there to support the Bear Hunt. SCI was there supporting BLM with the wild Horse
roundup. The legal arm that is brought to bear, is one we sportsmen bear the brunt of.

Your hunting
unting aand
nd
outdoor equipment

Safari Club International (SCI), works for you as a Nevada Sportsman with:

• Millions of American hunters, anglers, and other outdoor recreationists find that our public
lands are an increasingly important destination. Access to Federal Lands is becoming
problematic in many areas.
Endangered Species Act

© 2011 Cabela’s Inc. DCW-101

Hunter Access

headquarters.

Cabela’s Reno, Nevada
775.829.4100

• SCI during the current legislative cycle is intensively working to modernize the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) to focus on species recovery, and highlighting the Act’s
numerous failures.

cabelas.com | 888.888.4370
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Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Sunday: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

NBU GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES CABELA’S AS A 31ST ANNUAL BANQUET SPONSOR
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2012 Sheep Show Success – Thank You Reno!
By Gray Thornton, President & C.E.O.
Wild Sheep Foundation
With the support of conservation partners
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited, Northern
Nevada SCI plus thousands of dedicated
hunter conservationists, the recent WSF
Convention and Sporting Expo was another grand success
raising nearly $5 million for wild sheep, other wildlife, their
crucial habitat and funds to advocate for those who hunt,
photograph and enjoy them.
WSF has been a leader in generating “on the ground”
dollars for state, provincial and tribal agencies through the
sale of special permits and tags. The Foundation raised the
bar again generating $3 million in special permit and tag
revenues alone – up $438,000 over the successful 2011
Reno Sheep Show.
The Wild Sheep Foundation convention is the wild
sheep conservation convention and several noteworthy
conservationists were recognized for their work in Nevada
for not only the Silver States wildlife and hunting heritage
but as leaders throughout North America. WSF recognized
Nevada Department of Wildlife Director, Ken Mayer, for
his and his fine staff’s “...outstanding contributions to the
recovery and enhancement of bighorn sheep in Nevada.”
With nearly 10,000 bighorn sheep, Nevada leads all states in
the lower 48 for shear bighorn numbers as well as innovative
means to enhance their growth and sustainability. WSF
also recognized stalwart NBU volunteer and member, Andy
Stinson, as a Gordon Eastman Grass Roots Award winner
for “…his exceptional and selfless efforts for the conservation
of bighorns in Nevada and wild sheep throughout North
America.”
New this year, and made possible through a generous
grant from Larry and Brenda Potterfield of Midway USA,
WSF conducted with NBU, NDOW, NNV-SCI, UNR Cast &
Blast Outdoors, Scholastic Clays, RMEF, US Sportsman’s
Alliance, Reno Fly Fishers and other dedicated volunteers
the inaugural WSF/MidwayUSA Youth Wildlife Conservation
Experience sharing the shooting and traditional outdoor
sports and conservation principles and ethics to several
hundred youth from Reno and the surrounding areas. Sadly,
road closures resulting from the Washoe Valley fire and
high winds prevented the Friday session, totaling nearly 200
students from Carson City to make the event. Regardless,
the event was a grand success “ensuring the outdoor legacy”
for future generations.
Plans for the 2013 convention are already underway. Mark
your calendars for the January 30- February 2, 2013 WSF
Convention & Sporting Expo once again in Reno but back
under one roof at the Grand Sierra Resort & Casino.
WSF salutes our conservation partner, NBU, and thanks you
all for your exceptional support!
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Foundation
The Wild Sheep Foundation gratefully extends our appreciation to the outstanding efforts of the Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited and UNR Cast & Blast Outdoors Club volunteers that moved the Exhibitors into and
out of the 2012 Reno Sheep Show at the Reno/Spark Convention Center! Thank you all for your support
and warm welcome to Sheep Show exhibitors!
Gray Thornton, WSF President

Brett Jefferson, MIMO Chair

David Oakes, MIMO Co-Chair

T.J. Best

Alex Jares

Cooper Munson

Rocky Best

Julianna Jefferson

Gordon Norman

Mel Belding

Robert Jenne

Bob Prary

Alex Bybee

Matt Johnson

Will Retzer

Mike Cassiday

Robert Johnson

Mike Ross

Mike Ebright

Steven Kellers

Cliff Smith

Shane Evans

George Kent

Dakoda Strotman

Steve Field

Steve King

Mike Sullivan

Steve Hall

Jessica Lawson

Eric Smith

Scott Hansen

Tony Martin

Justin Thomsen

Randy Holligan

Ted Mathews

George Tsukamoto

Nick Howden-Dougherty

Chris McNaught

Dale Wayner

Lowell Hunt

Sam Miller

Brandon Weise

Jim Jackson

Bob Milne

Dennis Wilson

Thomas Jackson

Chuck Moyer

Christina Wilson-Louch

Cory Jares

Richard Moyer

Special thanks also to Nevada Bighorns Unlimited and Mel Belding for providing delicious hot lunches for
all the WSF volunteers! Each volunteer will receive a complimentary one year membership from the
Wild Sheep Foundation and from Nevada Bighorns Unlimited. – Thank you all for coming out to support
wildlife, youth education and wild sheep!
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FWP May Raise Fees to Increase Lagging Revenues
Bozeman Daily Chronicle – Associated Press, Saturday, January 21, 2012
Montana hunters and anglers, including senior citizens and
youngsters who now receive licenses at a discount, could pay
higher fees in the future as officials discuss ways to increase
funding for the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks.
Revenues for the department have declined steadily over the past
two years due to a “perfect storm” of events.
Those events include a national economic downturn, a severe
winter that reduced the number of licenses for sale in much of
Eastern Montana, high water in the spring that cut the number of
fishing licenses sold, high fuel costs, the perception of a statewide
decline in game numbers from wolf predation, high unemployment
and a decrease in the number of nonresident license sales.
Perhaps most important, there are fewer hunters and anglers
buying licenses in Montana and nationally.
The decline has averaged around $2 million a year for the
past two years and the loss is projected to continue into 2012,
according to Sue Daly, the department’s finance division
administrator, who broached the subject with the FWP
commission at its monthly meeting Thursday in Helena.
“We’re now at the point where we need to deal with this,” Daly
said.
Residents last saw license fee increases in 2005. Nonresident
fees were raised in 2001, except for hunters who saw an increase
after passage of Initiative 161 in 2011. Nonresident fees pay for
about two-thirds of FWP’s $35 million in annual operating costs;
the rest comes from resident licenses. Another $11 million in
license sales is earmarked for specific funds.
“We need to make a substantial move to equalize that
(nonresident vs. resident) equation,” Commissioner Ron Moody
said. “I’m just putting the cards on the table.”
Daly said that by 2015, the department’s savings account will be
drained, but that’s no surprise. The department has slowed the
expected decline by a couple of years with conservative fiscal
management including more video conferencing and using fewer
three-quarter-ton-pickup trucks that gulp fuel.
In all, the department will have to come up with a projected $10
million a year in savings and revenue increases.
The reason for bringing up the issue now is that legislation will
be crafted this sprint to present to the 2013 Legislature. If fee
increases are proposed and eventually passed, they won’t show
up in FWP’s coffers until 2015.
One possible revenue increase is easy to find. Daly noted that
the state gives away about $3 million worth of licenses a year
through discounts to senior citizens, youths, former Montana
residents and veterans. Although they are all worthy causes,
there is an expense involved, she said.
Bob Gilbert, executive director of Walleyes Unlimited, told the
commissioners that as a senior citizen, he’d be willing to pay
more.
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“There’s something really wrong with this picture,” he said. “It’s
nice to be generous, but you can’t give away money you don’t
have.”
Gilbert said he’s also concerned that sportsmen’s money is going
to manage predators like grizzly bears and wolves – programs
that don’t pay for themselves.
“The bison plan – who the hell is paying for that?” he asked.
Ben Lamb, of the Montana Wildlife Federation, suggested the
state consider ways to tap others, besides hunters and angles, to
fund the state’s wildlife programs.
“You need to involve everyone who has a stake in this: the natural
resources community as well as ranchers and landowners,” he
said.
Commissioner Moody agreed, adding that some way to tap
tourists visiting the state to view wildlife would be helpful.
“None of those folks pay a cent to fund the wildlife, unless they by
a hunting or fishing license,” Moody said. “We need to confront
that.”

FWP Flunks Econ 101- Looks for Bailout
By Gary Marbut, President
Montana Shooting Sports Association (Reader Response)
The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks is reported
to be running out of money because of decreased hunting license
purchases, and is considering asking the Legislature for license
fee increases. This is the first obvious symptom of something
known as agency “death spiral” for FWP.
Over the past two decades, FWP has come to focus on wildlife
and biology, when it should have been focused on fish and
game. This includes FWP’s shocking tolerance and support for
large predators. FWP’s total, willing, even eager cooperation
with fostering excessive populations of large predator has long
been predicted to end in a financial crash for the agency, as word
unavoidably spreads that there is no game left to hunt so there is
no reason to buy a license.
For too long, FWP leaders have leaned on the scales of public
policy by making excuses for the devastation wrought upon
game herds by large predators, by fudging game counts and
census numbers, and by blaming any game population declines
that could not be covered up on climate change, sunspots, lazy
hunters, or aliens - anything but the truth. This coverup culture
has been fostered by senior staff, always near retirement, who
knew they’d be long gone from the hot seat when the FWP
financial bus blundered off a cliff.

If the overall FWP attitude had not been so Hell-bent on
“ecosystem management,” “biological diversity,” “natural balance”
and other similar catchy but terminal “green” ideas destined to
end hunting, FWP managers would have predicted the current
agency financial crisis years ago. Nobody at FWP noticed or
cared several years ago when the editor of the NRA’s nationwide
American Hunter magazine published a feature article about his
fruitless elk hunting trip to southwest Montana, a trip where the
only tracks he saw were wolf tracks. Nobody at FWP noticed
or cared about the other hundreds of warnings from Montana
citizens. Worse, those warnings were even ridiculed by FWP in
mad pursuit of its own elite agenda.

We’re Your
Premier Destination
Sporting Lodge.
Wingshooting & Fishing
•
•
•
•

Proven Hunting Dogs
Luxury Accommodations
Corporate & Group Rates
World Renowned Fishing

The stock mantra from FWP managers has been: We’re the
professionals. We know best. The outcome that concerned
citizens predict will never come to pass. The “evidence” of
crashing game herds citizens offer is just “campfire stories”
and is without merit because it doesn’t come from paid FWP
“professionals.”
Yet when retired FWP employees, freed from the institutional
FWP muzzle, tell that FWP-tolerated wolves are turning the
Montana landscape into a “biological desert,” FWP dismisses
such comments summarily. For the last two decades, FWP
has been busy digging a hole for itself. As it sees daylight
disappearing around the edges of the hole, it still won’t quit
digging.
Of course, the obvious solution for the bureaucratic-bound and
reality-disconnected FWP will be to announce, “We’ve been
managing wildlife for the general public (including the nonMontana public) for years. Now we need the general public to
pay the bills.” FWP has so fouled its nest by wasting the Montana
hunting resource on predators and inadvisably removing hunters
from the economic equation that it will now go to the Legislature
asking for relief, including increased fees that hunters simply
won’t pay to access a vanishing resource, and, ultimately, asking
for tax increases on the general taxpayer seeking a bailout from
the results of its bad decisions.
You can bet that when FWP approaches the Legislature
demanding an allowance increase as a reward for having flunked
Econ 101, MSSA and thousands of Montana hunters will be there
to say “Absolutely no way.” FWP has not only ignored the many
warnings from Montana hunters, it has mocked and disrespected
them. Also ignoring a state law requiring it to control large
predators to protect game herds, FWP has bulled its way down a
path surrounded with warning signs.

Big Game

• Bear, Mt. Lion, Elk, Whitetail & Mule Deer
• Enjoy Our Luxury Lodge or
Remote Horseback Camps
• Special Rates for Youth and Veterans

What FWP needs is not more or alternate sources of money, but
a total change in attitude and culture. Until that happens, let FWP
starve! It is not serving Montana.
Gary Marbut, President
Montana Shooting Sports Association http://www.mtssa.org
Author, Gun Laws of Montana
http://www.mtpublish.com
P.O. box 4924
Missoula, Montana 59806
(406) 549-1252
NBU Gratefully Acknowledges the
Flying B Ranch as a 31st Annual
Banquet Sponsor
800-472-1945 • Idaho
info@flyingbranch.com • www.flyingbranch.com
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Why should you support
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited?
From Guzzlers...

NBU Director & Water Development Manager Mel Belding and
NDOW Biologist Jason Salisbury

Join NBU today!

... to Conservation
... to Education

NBU does it all!
Become a member of NBU today!
Log on to NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org
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~ S p o r t s m e n wo r k i ng for t he f u t ur e of Ne v a d a’s w i l d l ife ~

Over the last thirty-one years NBU has grown to become
the largest grass roots volunteer sportsmen’s organization in
Nevada, quite possibly the country! Through the support of
our members NBU has raised millions of dollars and logged
literally thousands of volunteer hours to benefit Nevada’s
wildlife. In the past five years alone NBU has funded and
actively participated in numerous big game capture, relocation
and survey projects; water development and enhancement
projects; Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge wild horse control;
made equipment and repair donations essential to NDOW;
participated in disease outbreak and prevention programs;
funded wildlife research including bighorn sheep, mountain
goats, elk, mule deer and sage grouse studies; supported
sound science predator control programs; awarded youth
scholarships and contributed to youth hunting and fishing
forums; as well as participated in numerous range restoration
projects.
The efforts of NBU have directly contributed to Nevada
currently having about 9,900 bighorn sheep within our borders.
That is more bighorn sheep than any other state in the lower
48! NBU has been largely responsible for transplanting bighorn

sheep in 80 of the 86 mountain ranges in Nevada that bighorn
call home. But NBU is not only about wild sheep! Through the
donations and participation from concerned sportsmen and
sportswomen such as you, NBU has increased opportunities to
hunt big and small game animals, as well as otherwise enjoying
Nevada’s wildlife experience.
You can become a member of NBU in four different ways:
(1) By attending our Annual Fundraising Banquet in the
Spring of each year; (2) By making a donation to the Annual
Fundraising Banquet; (3) By volunteering your time one day
a year on a project sponsored by NBU to perpetuate the
mission of the organization; and finally (4) By joining using the
application form on the adjacent page or via our website at
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Please help NBU to continue to perpetuate our mission to
protect and enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for sportsmen,
outdoor and wildlife enthusiasts for this and future generations.
Thank you for your consideration.

Join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
& Support Your Nevada Wildlife!
~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
Membership Application / Renewal Form
When you join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited you
become a member of one of the premier volunteer
wildlife organizations in the country, committed to
working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife.



You have a choice of membership levels:


Individual – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and notifications of volunteer
events.

Bronze Ram Lifetime Members may up-grade their
membership to Silver Ram and Gold Ram levels by
one time donation or by annual donation installments
of $500. A portion of your membership is tax
deductible, please consult your accountant.



Corporate – Receives a 1-year subscription to
the N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Corporate Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notifications of special events throughout the
year.

Yes! I wish to become a member, or renew my
membership, with Nevada Bighorns Unlimited at the
level indicated below:
[ ] $45 Individual
[ ] $500 Bronze Ram
[ ] $250 Corporate
[ ] $1,500 Silver Ram
[ ] $250 Outfitter
[ ] $2,500 Gold Ram

Outfitter – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Outfitter Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notification of special events throughout the year.

Name: _____________________________________



Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
helps to re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s
Wildlife. A Lifetime Member can feel confident that his
or her donation and participation in N.B.U. creates the
greatest impact possible on Nevada’s wildlife and
habitat. Membership we can count on to perpetuate
the organization makes the difference. In appreciation
for a Lifetime Membership, we offer the following
benefits to members participating at the lifetime levels
below:
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Bronze Ram – A Bronze Ram member receives
a lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Bronze Ram life member pin, a life member hat
and the N.B.U. decal.

Gold Ram – A Gold Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Gold Ram N.B.U. Nevada Slam jacket, a Life
Member hat, a personalized wall plaque, the
N.B.U. decal and one complimentary ticket each
year to the annual banquet and auction.
Silver Ram – A Silver Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Silver Ram life member pin, an embroidered
N.B.U. jacket, a life member hat and the N.B.U.
decal.
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Address: ___________________________________
City: ______________ State: _____ Zip: ________
Business Phone ______________________
Residence Phone: ____________________
E-mail Address: ______________________________
[ ] I only wish to receive the NBU News via my E-Mail
[ ] Check or Money Order Enclosed
Credit Card:

[ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard

[ ] American Express

Exp. Date: __________

Card No.: __________________________________

Nevada Dream Tags - You Win. Nevada Wins!
The all new NEVADA DREAM TAGS Program is a raffle that allows
resident and nonresident sportsmen a chance at the hunt of a lifetime,
while contributing to wildlife habitat restoration in the Silver State.
• Stratified hunt – You can hunt anywhere in the state. All other rules for weapon class
and seasons for that weapon must be followed.
• $5 each, You can purchase an unlimited number of raffle tickets.
• 5 species in 2012 – mule deer, antelope, desert bighorn sheep, California bighorn sheep
and elk.
• All of the money raised by the raffle benefits wildlife habitat restoration, helps in
wildlife emergencies, and purchases emergency equipment.
• First purchase a $10 Resource Enhancement Stamp (RES) to “buy-in” to the raffle. Then
you can purchase an unlimited number of raffle tickets for $5 each.
• You can purchase raffle tickets for family members for birthdays, holidays, etc.
• Waiting periods do not apply.

Check out NVDreamTag.org for more information.

Name on Card: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________________
Please mail this completed form and remittance to:
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393, Reno, Nevada 89515-1393
Or Visit Us At Our Website:
http://nevadabighornsunlimited.org
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Congratulations to Eric and Kelly Dalen on Kelly’s successful
Bighorn Sheep Hunt!
A very happy ending for a very happy couple!

(See story on page 14-17)
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